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About
It is necessary to do a compatibility study between your profile and the profile
of another participant (tinder-style). Playing a retro-style RPG adventure game
in the style of the 1990s will allow you to have fun, learn more about your
match's compatibility, and earn money on the blockchain, all while having a
good time.
It is necessary to establish a convincing value proposition to encourage token
behavior. In addition to play-to-earn, there are various more ways to get
tokens, such as via the NFT marketplace, private conversations, and the
upgrading of fighters. Upon token generation, a part of the money created will
be staked against a stable currency and subsequently given as dividends to
the token community.
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Features
Matchmaking gameplay
Player matching player search covers the
following criteria:
Male look for male, female, TS
Female look for female, male or TS
Search by geographic area
Preferences for sex in a search
Preferences in terms of race (advanced)
KYC's users are a diverse group of people
(advanced)

After logging up and creating a profile (free or premium), the user may pick a
partner for the journey; the longer you stay with the same person, the more
tokens you can earn as a "pair."

NFT Marketplace
Users may select between free and
advanced warrior profiles (which costs
money). Warriors may train before or
during a journey. Every activity completed
earns the LAWT project a token. It is feasible
to produce and sell NFTs.
Fighting: The objectives need you to use
weapons and combat techniques, so be
sure you're ready.
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Features

RPG Adventure (multiple levels)
Players may choose between free and advanced warrior profile modes
(which is a paid option). Players may improve their warrior or weaponry
at any time throughout the quest. Each quest properly completed
donates tokens to the LAWT initiative. NFTs are digital assets that may be
generated and exchanged.
Fighting: Make sure you're ready to battle with weapons and complete
tasks while keeping combat skills.
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Law Tokens
Play to earn
A percentage of the tokens are kept for user rewards. By completing the
game's major objectives, several side missions, and other activities,
players might make a fortune from it.

Breeding
There are tokens for creating and rearing a baby AI character in this sort
of breeding. You have the option of doing the same when it comes to
transportation. To dominate the game, pay-to-win players must spend
LAWT and earn a bonus of LAWT by playing for a long time.

NFT marketplace
Selling or auctioning your NFT Assets on the NFT Marketplace might earn
you Project Tokens. Places where gamers may buy, sell, trade, and lend
items to one another. It's also possible to swap NFT characters.

Private Chat Room
A private chat room may be purchased with tokens for 20 tokens, and
further upgrades include video chat, which costs 30 tokens per hour.

Staking
A portion of the token revenue will be invested in a stable currency and
returned to the community of token holders.
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Total Supply
10,000,000
Total Supply
3,100,000
Total Supply Initial
Circulating Supply

31%
Of Total Supply
$2,728,000.00
Initial Market Cap

$8,800,000.00
Full Diluted Market Cap
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Tokenomics

Detail Team
Amt of Tokens 1,000,000
5% at TGE, thereafter balance
over 48 months

Detail Angel Sale
Amt of Tokens 100,000
Sale Price $0.35
Amt Raise Goal $35,000.00
10% at TGE, thereafter balance
over 10 months

1%

10%
Detail Marketing
Amt of Tokens 1,000,000
5% at TGE, thereafter balance
over 48 months

Detail Public Sale RD 1
Amt of Tokens 600,000
Sale Price $0.44
Amt Raise Goal $264,000.00
100% at TGE

Detail Public Sale RD 2
Amt of Tokens 700,000
Sale Price $0.60
Amt Raise Goal $420,000.00
100% at TGE

6%

Detail Public Sale RD 3
Amt of Tokens 800,000
Sale Price $0.76
Amt Raise Goal $608,000.00
100% at TGE

7%

10%

8%

9%

Allocation

Detail Reserves
13%
Amt of Tokens 1,300,000
5% at TGE, thereafter balance
over 48 months

5%

16%

Detail Ecosystem Growth
Amt of Tokens 1,600,000
5% at TGE, thereafter balance
over 48 months

Detail Public Sale RD 3
Amt of Tokens 900,000
Sale Price $0.88
Amt Raise Goal $792,000.00
100% at TGE

Detail Liquidity Provision
Amt of Tokens 500,000
100% at TGE

15%

Detail Platform Incentives
Amt of Tokens 1,500,000
5% at TGE, thereafter balance
over 24 months
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Road Map
Concept development
Beta test with 3 levels
UI development
Contract creation
Whitepaper completed
Website launch
Private sale
Public sale
Smart contract audit

Q3-Q4
2021

Q1-Q2
2022

LoveandWar platform
launch

Q3-Q4
2022

LoveAndWar MVP; continuous
fixing and upgrading
environment
MVP of NFT marketplace
Liquidity launch
Token launch
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Team

Irvan Ti
CEO

Ben Markteen
COO/CTO

Contact Details
team@loveandwar.io
@loveandwargame
@loveandwargame
www.loveandwar.io

Sami Kay
CMO

